White Paper

Principles for the Ethical
Application of Artificial
Intelligence to Employee Selection

Artificial intelligence (AI) has
common and widespread use
across many kinds of businesses
and industries. It’s used to
streamline processes, improve
customer experiences, and automate
operations.
And organizations are increasingly
applying AI to high-stakes decisionmaking, like credit risk assessment,
portfolio investments, and now
employee selection.

Introduction

This white paper, updated for 2021 based on
continued public debate and developments in
the field, presents important insights and best
practices for managing the ethical deployment of AI
in talent management systems and describes how
to effectively use AI to realize its true potential to
both enhance the hiring experience and increase
prediction, equity, and fairness in hiring. It provides
an overview of recommended standards for the
ethical application of AI to employee selection
and describes the benefits of AI when integrated
effectively into an enterprise hiring platform.
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Public discourse has shown a
rise in concern over the potential
for AI to exacerbate existing bias
and perpetuate biased decisionmaking that has adverse effects on
historically marginalized groups.
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AI, Society, and Hiring

AI has generated a fair amount of controversy in
recent years. In particular, the ethical application
of AI to high-stakes decision-making has come
to the forefront of research and legal discussions
on an international scale. Public discourse has
shown a rise in concern over the potential for AI
to exacerbate existing bias and perpetuate biased
decision-making that has adverse effects on
historically marginalized groups.
That AI can produce unfair results based on different
conceptualizations of fairness measurement
has been well documented. Such outcomes are
especially likely if the data used to train models
is itself biased, as when a model is given “proxy”
variables that are highly related to protected
class membership or developers do not take
precautionary steps to mitigate biased learning.
While the potential for AI to do harm is an
essential part of public conversation, an equally
vital part of the discussion are the ways AI
techniques can mitigate bias and set standards
for fairness above what current approaches offer.
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Using advanced applications of AI for talent
acquisition can greatly enhance and expand existing
processes, just as it has when applied to other
fields. But using AI in hiring means applying complex
technology to decision-making about people, a field
of practice where legal and professional standards
are already in place to help guide selection
practices. Applying cutting-edge AI techniques to
hiring decisions is not always straight-forward, and
existing guidelines do not always provide answers
to modern day issues.
Considerable care must be taken to ensure AIbased tools demonstrate utility and sufficiently
mitigate bias in compliance with both the legal
requirements of hiring and current societal
perceptions of justice. Part of satisfying such
standards of care includes the need for interpretable
models and a degree of human control over the
process.

Using advanced applications
of AI for talent acquisition can
greatly enhance and expand
existing processes.
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A Human-Centric Approach

Modern Hire’s goal is to improve the hiring
experience for organizations and candidates
with an end-to-end science-based hiring platform
that includes sophisticated candidate screening,
predictive assessment, and video interviewing
technology. AI is used where appropriate to
enhance system functionality and performance.
We believe AI products are to be created with
an explicit purpose to benefit people and
society. Increasingly, organizations are interested
in improving the candidate experience during
the hiring process, especially since—for many
organizations—job candidates are also customers of
their products or services. Perceptions of unfairness
in an organization’s hiring practices or that AI is
invading candidate privacy result in a diminished
experience for candidates and loss to that
organization in talent and reputation.

But for all the rightful concerns about AI and
opportunities for its misuse, human-centric AI adds
value to hiring and talent management in many
ways, including:
• Increased fairness
Identifying and mitigating bias in pre-hire
assessments and with the standardization of
interview scoring
• Better satisfaction and job fit
Increasing predictive accuracy, leading to better
candidate satisfaction and new hire job fit
• Fewer multiple-choice questions
Enhancing analytics for driving assessment
content, resulting in shorter assessments and
better candidate experience
• Scoring of unstructured data
Scoring unstructured data, such as interview
responses, using natural language processing,
expediting the interview process, and giving
candidates the ability to express themselves in
their own words in earlier hiring stages.
• Process consolidation and shortening
Offering clients multiple evaluation strategies
(assessment, interview) in one platform, and
integrating multi-modal data to enhance
performance and streamline the application
process.
• Real-time candidate feedback
Giving candidates the opportunity to provide
feedback and using that information to further
improve the candidate experience.
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Our Research Advances

Modern Hire has made several significant
advancements to realize the value AI adds to talent
selection by:
• Continually working to create a better candidate
experience
• Better combining and optimizing talent data
• Ensuring diversity and fairness in selection
procedures
Our research on natural language processing and
deep learning led us to the develop an automated
method for scoring interviews. We trained our AI
to score interview text by learning on data from
human experts. As we continue our research, our
goal is to provide reliably and accurately scored
asynchronous interviews at earlier stages of the
hiring process. Allowing candidates to provide
unstructured responses to questions empowers
them to express unique aspects of themselves and
organizations to gain better insight into the potential
fit of each candidate.
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Our research into the use of many-objective
optimization (MOO) has led us to develop software
that can optimize across job performance objectives
while minimizing bias in selection algorithms. We
have published our models with the Association for
the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) and
will present our findings at the Society for Industrial
Organizational Psychology annual conference in
2021. Our rigorous experimentation demonstrates
that our AI increases performance prediction and
diversity of hiring compared to current industry
standards.
Building upon our MOO research, we developed a
system for integrating multi-modal assessment data
to create fair and interpretable hiring algorithms.
Combining data from multiple sources, such as
situational judgment exercises, personality type
scales, and unstructured data from text responses
can enhance prediction of job performance, diversify
the measurement of job-related skills, and ensure
that overall selection is fair and interpretable.
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Six Principles for the Ethical Use of AI in Hiring

1. AI should benefit candidates
and organizations.  

The following standards guide our creation and
application of AI to hiring. We abide by these
standard to produce scientific and pragmatic
solutions for our clients, while ensuring overall
benefit to society.

2. AI should avoid and
reduce bias.

1. AI should benefit candidates and
organizations.  

3. AI must be transparent
in operation.
4. AI must respect the
privacy of candidates and
organizations.
5. AI is accountable to
candidates and organizations.
6. AI research and
application must uphold
scientific standards.  

Through continual research,
development, and testing, we
create solutions that increase
hiring fairness across multiple
conceptualizations, leading to
better long-term outcomes for
candidates and organizations.
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AI products should seek to maximize benefits
and minimize harm. In employee hiring, we must
consider multiple stakeholders, including individual
candidates, groups of candidates representing
various protected classes (e.g., race, gender, age),
and the organization that will deploy the AI. AI is
not deployed in a vacuum nor does the real world
offer the scientific control seen in experimental
studies. AI is deployed into a non-ideal world, where
bias can creep into data from various sources. The
application of AI to hiring must effectively navigate
this non-ideal situation, which means it must
consider fairness and the long-term impact of hiring
decisions.
2. AI should avoid and reduce bias.
AI products must work to reduce bias compared
to existing best practices. In our non-ideal
world, achieving a system of perfect fairness is
an impossible goal; instead, we must seek to
continually improve upon existing methods. The
benchmark for useful AI is a demonstration that
it reduces bias beyond current implementations.
Through continual research, development, and
testing, we create solutions that increase hiring
fairness across multiple conceptualizations, leading
to better long-term outcomes for candidates and
organizations.   
3. AI must be transparent in operation.  
Although the technical intricacies of AI can be
difficult to interpret and communicate, AI applications
should be transparent in approach. Clear
communication about training procedures and
validity is a necessity.  
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Six Principles for the Ethical Use of AI in Hiring (continued)

4. AI must respect the privacy of candidates and
organizations.
Candidates and organizations should be informed
about how their data is used to make decisions.
Our research show consent for AI review increases
candidate comfort with AI products and transparency
helps alleviate feelings of privacy invasion.
Transparent and interpretable communication of AI
analytics helps alleviate concerns over “black-box”
approaches and adds face validity and a sense of
procedural justice. Modern Hire takes an ethical
Glass-Box Science™ approach that provides visibility
into how data is collected and used.
Modern Hire only scores candidate data that
candidates intend to be used in the hiring decision.
For example, with automated interview scoring,
we transcribe the spoken word and then apply
natural language processing and deep learning
to that transcribed content. We do not score the
video itself, apply facial recognition, or conduct
audio analysis, because these elements are not
consciously provided by candidates for use in the
hiring decision.
5. AI is accountable to candidates
and organizations.   
Effective AI is harnessed AI. To be useful to
humanity, powerful and often mysterious AI
techniques must be carefully monitored and
controlled. Decisions about who to hire should not
be made solely by AI but by human experts who
use AI as one part of their decision-making process.
Ultimately, AI is just one tool that can enable better
hiring; the goal is not better AI, it is better hiring.

Modern Hire
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Transparent and interpretable
communication of AI analytics
helps alleviate concerns over
“black-box” approaches and
adds face validity and a sense of
procedural justice.
6. AI research and application must uphold
scientific standards.  
AI product claims must be verifiable to deter
unreasonable applications that could result in
unforeseen consequences. Verifying and validating
products through a scientific lens ensures that they
maximize benefits to organizations and candidates
while minimizing any potential for harm. Research
used to develop and validate AI products should be
reproducible and well-documented, consistent with
best practices in scientific communication. These
practices ensure accountability and reliability of
product services. Publication of research findings
and innovative AI solutions is essential to our
science-first approach and our commitment to
advancing the field.   
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How Does Modern Hire Embody These Standards?

AI techniques have enabled Modern Hire to revolutionize the hiring
space. We are already seeing that transformation take place for
candidates and organizations. We have presented, through white papers,
seminars, conference presentations, and scientific publications, the
tremendous impact our AI can have on hiring and society.

Modern Hire continues to lead by example with
a clear and strong commitment to embodying
ethical standards.
We are committed to theoretically backed
selection science that drives the logical
application of our AI.
We do not use information, such as facial
expressions or social media data, that is
unrelated to job performance.
We apply the scientific method and rigorously
test all our AI products and document evidence
of their validity and fairness.
We present our findings and contributions for
publication in peer-reviewed scientific outlets.
We contribute to thought leadership and the
establishment of industry-wide professional and
ethical standards.

Modern Hire Will Continue to Lead the Way
with Science
Modern Hire is an innovative, science-driven
organization. Our advanced-level psychologists
and data scientists are leading the industry in
the investigation and use of advanced applied AI
technology. They ensure the integrity of everything
we do and that our approach is fair and predictive.
Many of our founders and members of our executive
team are selection scientists, meaning the ethics
and validity behind the science that drives our
innovation will always be paramount. More than AI
promises and data points, Modern Hire’s innovations
are built on almost two decades of rigorous, datadriven research and practice.
We are the top, trusted market resource on the
latest breakthroughs in science, ethical and applied
AI, and business ideas around modern hiring. 

We build products that allow for continual
monitoring and reproducible results, which
allows us to detect and quickly remedy any issue
that could arise.
We develop our products with a candidatecentric mindsight, creating AI that enhances
the hiring experience beyond normal selection
processes.
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About Modern Hire
Modern Hire is a science-based hiring platform that improves hiring decisions with sophisticated
candidate screening, predictive assessments, and interviewing technology. Nearly half of the
Fortune 100 use Modern Hire, a technology that combines AI, predictive analytics, workflow
automation, assessment, and interviewing technology in a single solution that integrates with
leading HCM systems. CognitIOn by Modern HireTM, the nucleus of the platform, merges expertise
in industrial-organizational psychology, talent selection science, advanced analytics, candidate
experience, employment law, data science, and the practical application of ethical AI.
To learn more about how the company helps enterprise organizations meet the hiring challenges
of today, visit www.modernhire.com.

